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Whiskey Acres: How we track $1,500 in daily taxes

Jim and Jamie Walter like to grow corn. They like to sell it for $7. And they recognize the
agricultural price cycle.

Related: So you want to make some whiskey?

"We had a high confidence that high prices wouldn't last," Jim explains, laughing only a little
bit.

That's why three years ago when prices were high, the father and son began fleshing out
business models for their grain farm: everything from value‐added to the "big operator model."

In the end, Whiskey Acres was born. It's an on‐farm craft distillery, adding value to grain from the
farm and ensuring total transparency, "from seed to spirit." And it's only the second of its kind
in the U.S.

Related: Whiskey merch: Three kernel

sales

"I think it might be better than renting

10,000 acres," Jim adds.

Jamie concurs and says, "It was a very
strategic play to capitalize on high
income years ‐ which were also good

production years." The move has set their operation up for a diversified farm income stream,
just as grain prices have plummeted and farm economists all over the country have again
begun preaching diversification.

The father and son farmers from DeKalb, Ill., brought in business partner Nick Nagele from the
very beginning. They've worked through challenges including local zoning rulings and learning to
manage the state and federal excise taxes generated by their budding value‐added business.

Related: Whiskey or 10,000 acres

Whiskey Acres generates $1,500 a day in state and federal excise taxes, at $3.86 a bottle,
amounting to nearly $400,000 a year. From the time grain moves into their bonded distilling
area and begins the mash process, every drop and every bottle has to be accounted for. Jamie's
wife, Kristen, is in charge of compliance and accounting.

Here, Jamie shares a little about how they manage that accounting and paperwork process.

By Holly Spangler

Whiskey Acres: How we track $1,500 in daily
taxes
Starting a value‐added, certified, on‐farm craft distillery includes tracking $400,000
annually in taxes. Watch how this farmer has learned to manage, record and track it all,
and stay on the right side of the law.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6amZ_rJsAps

